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*EOPIvIENT AND 'VALIDATION OF THE Akft FORCE
TECHNICAL TRAINING STUDENT' SURVEY:

ATTITUDINAVOR.Tte-WES OF COURSE RrrioN,LEVEL'
;A ND S ..UDEN GENDER

At the requeSt otthe Air Training -Cornthand, -the sonriel Research Divisi of the Air Force
Human Resources Laboratory initiated a Idy of student attitudes-towarcikir Force Meal training aAd

f:the.relationship between those altitude and performance/attrition in technical training. Tiks research
as divided into three phases: ,(0-71he development and validation of an tristruinerrt sensitive to student

attitudes and related to. technical training vertormance, (b) a-comparison of studentattitudeerom.courses
having different levels of studentt attrition, .and (c) pcornparison,of attitudes from speci4c -student
subgroups bf iLlerest; The first phase, development and validation of the Technical TraininStudent Surrey

(TTSS), was 6orripleted in I.977 And reported in Kantor, Viola, and Guinn (1977).

I. INTRODUCTION

i

In the first phase, it was Found thlt the TTSS had satiseavory psychometric properties and was
of identifying differential attitudes specificilly ielatei k -student pisformance.,Based .od this

validation Aase, it yvas c uded that the TTSS could --form the' basis for a ine °log capable of
..identifying attitudes differ tially related ro_many different criteria. The remaining t phases' of this

researchcornparing attitu related td differential course att-rition rates and ilientific Ion of attitt final

. differences betwee student subgoups, were accomplished bath to delineate specific differential attitudes
of interdst andlio it ustrate some iolif the. potentiahapplications of a metlio5lology based.ol,the TTSS. ,

...= . =

.. a -

In course of the vau ation study, a data base was established consisting of attitudinal responses '

and tee mina% course_ erformAnce measures on 12,666 technica Ming students. Frc:_ri this data

hose, it was ible to abstract .1-i.0 study various data subsets-of intere Attitudinal differences between

groups ul he identified, and the lettionships between attitudes and ours performance. could be

a compare . In this study,rwo data Subsets vtafe extraeted and' evaluated. _ irst, the attitudes of students
. fritm courses having relatively high attrition rates were compared to the attitudes of students from courses

having relat.&ely low attriti rates. A con palison of this.type should be beneficial' in derermininglvhether
attitudes remain constant re g dl s.of the! el of attrition. ..

/ ..

f---- The second dath sub .4shotOrnizedV,Ite sample by studen ender. Comparisons drawn between
1,,44rien add women are of inte s for several reasons. Whileimale/female differences have been historically, an

area of bottCpopular a'ad-sci tine inquiry;,the current increase in numbers'df women entering the Air
Force increases the imvortance, of identifying and assessing ge dal ,differences which, might impact
personnel training aril litilizatiol. Aiso,kn many technical fra' g are3s, partitularly involving mechan .

i

and elettronics, men and wcimeh ,exhibit rdifferenlial attritio rates unrelated' to,eriteting aptirride scoies.
Therefore, the objectives of this study Are-(a) to identify attitudinal differences b,etween ndenti from
courses having high vs. low attrition rates., (b), to compare and contrast the relationships betw en attitude's'

) rind performuice f r studAts -from 'courses having high vs, low attrition rates, (c) to itlentitY attitudinal
-differences betwee a and female technical training guderts, ands (d) to cortipare and contrast the,
TIptiOnships between at tides and performance' for male and female students.'

, 1

Subjects

H. METI-19D

A .iota] of 1266ft, nonprior-service enlisted acceshon1;(10,980 den a5-:d ,l,686 women) were
administered the TTSS wile atterldng.one of 53 Air Force technical trainin g course conducted between
Septemlaer 1914 and .Augnst ,1975. Fpo colvarative pifrposes, ti, study the issue of high vs. low attrition,

samethis sae was firsi, divided into students-71(0m courses having relatively hi attrition (more than 8%) and



students, from Muses having se4atively low attriti (less than or equa o . hese.g,roups were th n

subdivtded on the basis of technical training outcome to form fodr groupsf-(a)+Iigh Artfition-Gradual
(5,340), (b) ltigh iktttition-Pistinees (847), (c) Low- 'Attrition-Graduates (6,083), and (d) Low
Attrition-Eliminees (396). To study. male /female .differences, the sample was reenrribined,-then divided by

getirler ant training outcrine to focrnfow differ-grit groups: (a) MaleGraduates (9,993), (b) Male-Eliminees
S1 e__ra_d_uasss_(143d), and (di Femald-Elirni ees (256). '

Survey Natrument

The TP36, contains 12.1 items designed to tap student attitudes -ab.ou
technial trai4ung. Chew measufes reflect thestudent's expectations.abiL
perceptions of instructors, fellow students, and physical setti?gs: degi

. the degree-0( peri,orial satisfaction derivbci from the student's train
admMistratiOn lime' for the TTSS is utes. A 'copy of
example of the type of item and res 'at used is presen coin

ecifr aspects of- Afr Fate
din mottgation for training;

f perceived
,
stress in training; and

g and career choice: Ap roximats
A. An

Siirvey Administration

The TTSS was administered lnder istaltrifidized conditions So students in the training setting.
piing points were chosen to allow comparisons aeross.all technical training courses, between technical

mg' centers,', and between courses haying ,differing attrition rates,: It is assumed that the response

patterns obtained 'd secure ely reflect the spectrum of attitudes present in the population of Air Force
technical trairfutg students.

.

tiCal AriWysis

To evaluate student attitudiv0 differences, a stepwisd cliscrlpin an approach was u red.

its technique,proiridect Loth an identification of, specific atitiludirit dIff,rences and a Aative importance
weighting of those attitudes. Additionally, these analyses were conducted in a'martnex designed to insdre

high levels of confidence. 11`24 mord t 5% of theNitems identified as s dant could have been included
7

, incorrectly (a < .05' per diseriminant an sis). /

ID RESULTS AND DMC' US ON

Attitudinal Correlates of...Course Attrition Level 4=s

To identify the attitudinal diffiiinces between stttdents from eourses having a low attrition.rate (less.

than or equarlo 00) vs. a high attritionrate (greater than 8%),,,a Aistrilninant dialysis was accomplished
across all students using-an attrition level indicator as the doplfident variable. From this analysis,.42 of the
121 TTSS items were found to...,be significantly (p < .05) related lo virition levet differences. These 42

. - . .
items accounted for 22.2% f..-At dependent varia Fe (r = .47); Based' upon the content of the item, its

order of entry into the stepwise discriminant proc -', an its corr'elation, with the attrition level indicator,
the major attitudinal differences between students rom. w vs: high_Otrition itonrsei were summarized and
are' presented in Figure 2 (a complete list of-the 42 items andlheir ifidividual correlation's with the attrition
level indirator are presented in 'Appendix B1) .'From these attitudinal differences, -it would appear that

, studentCfrom high ittrition con es were cxperiericing more "difficulties with study glides, shift schedules,
and study facilities outside: Mg lassFoorn than were studelps from low aitritfon coursesTHigh attrition
course studentt also reflected !tore of a concOrn that too much ernphasis was placed on passing course

. . 1
ratherthan actual learning. On the positiVe side, students fforhhigkaterition courses saw fewer-problims

-. with other students and were more satisfied with varflus physi.aspecto of the classrotiM (e.g., chairs,
ventilation, workspace). Finally, students fr60-1 tow attiiiion course% saw more,,incentivets for classroom
prtonnance (e.g,, less 'menial duties, good'ciWian fobs after service, greater work freedom) and were more
satisfied with the Air Force. In general, these attitudinal differences appear to reflect that, as might be
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allow evident; look out for each other.
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Certain studienw era uncooperetiv

Certain students ere r nsible for petty quarrels end ings among class rn

There Are teneion#arnono morns nu:dents which interfere with ining activities
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Cet4tein students bits of working together =

Students help each other to learn the memory course malteds!

Some str dente are liked by fellow students . . . .....
have n in radar to wcceed in training

Note. Instructions fol Respondthg:
1. Below is a'seriesof statements related to both your training and training cnvirormient.
2. Please darken the one circle an each scale that best expresses your feelings. II

Figure 1. An example of, the type of item and response format;
used in thtkctuticai training student survey:

'1 0



Students from high attrition courser see less hostility -and petty quarrels among fellow
udents

Students (min high attrition cOurses think that study guides are difficult to undernd
Students.-from low attrition courses see more "rewards- 'for perfbrming well hi -hool

(a -liflelcay-j'vlouser-duties,good-civffian-jeibs_after. service_grealet_freeclonLin
accomplishing class verk)-

Students from high attrition courses think that some students would perform better on a

diffetent shift

Students from hi
'and woikseace

StUdents from high attrition courses are less satisfied with u p facilities o side the
classroom

es-are mbre satisfied withclassrooru chairs, ventilation,

Students from low attrition courses are more a isfied with the Air Force

Students from high attrition courses felt /ha't' too much emphasis was placed on passing
the courellrather than learning

Figure 2. Major attitudinal differences between s
.froni low vs. high attririon courses.

4

.. . .

'expected, students from high-attrition courses are experienOngrnore academic problems than are students

. from low aft ion courses. However, the high attrition students are also perceiving fewer rewards for their ...it
classroom pe formarice than are the low attrition students. An interaction between lack of perceived-
incentives and ifficult academic work-could prpduce an overall negative atmosphere capable of fostering
higher. attrition rates. therefore, for high attrition courses it might be beneficial, to explore means of
proViding highly visible short-term. rewards for academic work early in training. This is stfilported-by

previous research (Pritchard, .fonBergen, & DeLeo, 1974).where ft was found that the n incentive can
. .

be useful in establishing and remforcing appropriate academic behavior. - .
-

To differentiate between the.4attitudes of graduates and elirninees from low-attrition courses, an
analysis was accomplished among stuaents, from low: attrition'. courses using training outdo
(graduation /elimination) as the depeedent variable. Fronk,this analysis, it was found chat 20 9f, the 121

.TTSSitents were significantly relatedAo training outcome (r = .37) and that these 204tems accounted for

14% of the --variance. The major attittaitinal differei;ces.between graduates and eliminees from
low attritAti urses were summarized and are '..presente in Figure 3 (a complete list.of the 20fitenis is
provided in ppendix B2). Graduates from low attritio courses exhibited sorne more Positive attitudes
(e.g., effect of tech trairitag satisfaction with.training an career field) but were not mare satisfied with the
Air force than were elLminees. It would appear attitudes about the Air Force in general donot
accurately reflect mi individual's performance in g. It may be that the negative attitudinal impact of

I inatiOn m4 be relotively confined p specific ects of the training experience and not carried over
.to eneral feelings regarding, the .10r Force. Therefore, individuals being eliminated from one course still

lidve a good probablity of succeeding in another course because their first failure experience' does
not appear to affect their feeling of commitment to the Air Force in general.

I
Although performing academically better than the climinees, graduates fromiow attrition courses

desired more off-duty study time, did hot feel that supplementary study materials were as readily available

=as they, should have been., and be_ lievd that some fellow students were hostile to others.,Arso,Tradilates
were more motivated to avoid menial or inAe-work duties and to pursue educational ,,growth and ,

development. Eliminees reflected their performance difficulties by feeling more pressure for; perfection and

believillrg that course materials were more difficult than they should have bee . Overall, the impression is



rain

field

felt more pressure for perfection
-.

Avoiding:Mickey-Mouse" duties was more Important to graduates ___L___
,.

Graduates ,nnore satisfied with technical traiting d career field but not More idled
With the Air toree in general '

- . ..

Graduates do not feel off duty stuilylinl if sufficient

Graduates see some allow students as hostile _'

Elimiriees think course materials are more difficult than they should be
. 4

Increased, educational growl' and development more importantlo graduates\

Graduates felt that supplementary study Materials were not readilPwiailable
.

et

3 Major attitudinal differences between graduates and
eliminees in low attrition courses.

at graduates had more positive attitudes, felt less stress,and were more motivated to study outside the
.classroom.

To difftrentiate- between the attitudes_ of graduates and eljminees from high attrition courses, an
analysii was accomplished using,trainiu outcomes as the dependent variablebutdrawing subjects only froM
the high attrition courses. From this analysis, it was found that 26 of-the 121, TTSS it were significantly
related to training outcome (r an that these significant items accounted for 25% of the dependent
variance. yThe major attitudinal differences betw n graduates and --eliniineei from high attrition courses

. were surrimarized and Ate presented inTigure 4 complete list of the items is provided in Appendix BA
From the high attrition courses, graduates agai appeared to hold more positive attitudes regarding training
And their career fields, but viereanoi more satisfied with the Air Force than were eliminees. SimAarly,.as in
the low attrition courses, elimirres ..felt more pressure for perfection, and graduates *sired increased
availabiliiy:' of training equipment. However, in the high attrition cotirses, graduatel reported a better thatch

.

between their assigned career -field and their preferred field than did, the eliminees.../dso, graduates were
more motivated by the idea of job security, while eliminees Saw early completion of training, chance to

Graduates felt that tech train'tg Mid a positive
field

Graduates were more satin
with the Air Force in genera

ct on their feelings about their career
3

with tech training arid Career_ field but not more satisfied

Elimineei felt more pressure for perfection_

Assigned career field more star to preferred career field Tor graduates

Job Mtity more important to graduates

-Graduates did not think that training equipment was readily available for student practice

Elirninees saw school performance linUd to completing training ahead of schedule,
chance.to participate in decisions, and more challenang assignments after graduation

Figure 4. Major attitudinal differences between grt
eliminees iii high attrition courses.

-and



_ participate in decisions, and more challenging assigninnts after graduation as incentives fortheir classropm

performance, It is interesting to note 'that within much of the training environment, the.nacentives
important to theeliniinees are not particularly realistic goals. These findings may Feflecttwo untailying

factors particularly relevant to attrition in- high attrition _courses: (a) the waduates -compared ro the

eliininees',, appear to gain significantly more satisfaction from what they are doinpand have lit more

favorable outlook on Biel? career potenti and(b) the eliminas appear to -have sorpewitat.less realistic

expectations than do the graduates. In a persomfersysfern as large as that of the Air Force:, manrtindrieells_

often supplant persona.desires; therefore, alter graduation job' security is a miich rbore likely training

- outcome than assignmgrit of clioice or increased participation in -perSt-innel decisions. If the eliminees do

hold'somewhat less realistic expectations and are'assrgned to career fields less tirthir prefefence than are

dlr.-graduates: then th6Tliminees could be less prepared for the rigors of the actual training experience:

,Realization of These misconceptions could be dernotivating and, result in decreased effort in academies, .

Better job-Person matching 'and increased- infoimatio-n aboilt realistic training outcomesmight be 'of,

-articular_benellt for students'entering high attrition courses_

The 'major,attitudinal factors found related, to training outcome for students from hot-It low and hi

attrition courses are summarized and comparectin Table From a casual evaluation of this table, it.would

appear that considerable commonality exists between the differing, attitudes of graduatts and eliminees;

regardless of course attrition rate. However, students from low attrition courses seem to reflect' more

acatlemic concerns (e,g., off-duty study time. course Taterials, educational.growth) while students from

high attrition courses reflect more motivational concerns (similarity of the assigned to the preferred field,

job security, payoffs for school performance). These findings seem to indicate that although academic

difficulties are encountered in both high and low attrition courses, there is also more of a motivational

component to attrition in higher attrition courses. Though beyonio scope of this study, it might be
beneficial to tap student motivation prior to entry and during scll'bOl to determine whether there are

systematic differences in entering students or(- whether in-course factors differentially affect motivation. ,

Future research in this area may prove particularly fruitful.

Table' 1. Major Attitudinal Factors Related to Graduation/Elimination
for Students in Low and High Attrition Counses

Attitudinal Factors
Low

Attrition
High

Attrition

Effect of training on feelings about career field

Pressure for perfection
4

Importance of avoiding "Mickey Mouse duties 3

Satisfaction with training, career field, and Air Force 4

Amount of off-duty study time 5

Interaction with fellow students
Difficulty Of course materials 7

Importance of educational growth and development 8

Availability of study materials/equipment
6

Similarity of assigned and preferred career fields 4

Importance of job security
5

Relationship between school performance and early
completion of training, participation in decision,
and assignment after school

7

10



titudinal Correlates' of Student Gender Differences

The first gender-related analysis was accomplished to identify attitudinal differences between male
and female students. For this analysis, sex was the dependent variable and significant relationships were
identified between the sex of the respondent and his or her responses on 33 of the 121 items from the
TTSS. These 33 items accounted for 9.59ftif the dependent variance (r = 31). The major attitudinal
differences between -men and women were 'summarized 'and are prbsented in descending order of
thiportance in Figure 5 (a complete list of the 33 items and their correlations with tire dependent variable is
presented in Appendix B4).

Females desire more off duty study time,

Females do not think classroom temperature is satisfactory

Males seeporepetty quarrels among fellow students

Males, believe military bearing distracts ftom school performance

Females desire better dorm sleeping facilities

Females believe students look out for each other

FemaleS do rirA think enough time is spent on difficult subjects
4

Females are more satisfied with the Air Force -

Males think tech training has been more beneficial to their career

Figu Major attitudinal differences between
1* males and females.

From these attitudinal differences, a few general findings seem apparent. Women show more concern
about academics (i.e., desire more off duty study time, desire more time he spent on difficult subject
matter). This-is possibly related to the fact that in this sample the female attrition rate from technical
training schools was considerably higher than that for men (finales = 8)98%; females = 15.23%). This may
reflect a desire on the part of the women to perform up to standards even if additional time and effort are
required. Additionally, women were found to be less satisfied with certain aspects pf the physical
environment (classroolu temperature, dorm sleeping facilities) but had a more positive perception of their
fellow students (fewer petty quarrels, more support). Finally, although women seemed happier with their
military status (more satisfied with the Air Force, less bothered by military bearing), it was the men who
felt that technical training had been a more beneficial experience. This last finding might be related to
gender differences in reasons for enlistment. Previous research (Vitola, Mullins, Williams, & Michelson,
1974) has found that men were more likely to enlist for vocational ;skill_ training while women were more
interested in travel and personal growth opportunities. Overall, it appears that the women evidenced more
academic difficulty, more group cohesion, more satisfaction, but perhaps were less sure of what benefit
they were getting out of training. These attitudes might be considered typical of those of a group entering

',into a new environment, and it is possible that as the numbers of women and the experiences in technical
training increase, some of the male /female differences will be moderated.

To differentiate between the attitudes of male graduates4ncl male .eliminees, an analysis was
accomplished using only the' male subjects with graduation/elimination being .the dependent variable.
Significant relatiOnships were identified between the dependent variable and responses on 22 of the 121
TTSS items accounting for 9.76 %© of the dependent variance (r %631). (A complete list of these items is
provided in Appendix B5). The major attitudinal differences between male graduates and eliminees are
summarized in Figure 6.
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Eliminees feel more pressure for perfection,

Job security more important to graduates

Avoiding "Mickey Mouse" duties more important to graduates
.

Eliminees believe they can complete tramt ead of schedule

Eliminees believe course materials are too hard

Graduates think certain students, are hostile

Eliminees see certain tension between students

Elimthees believe squOron duties interfere with studies

Eliminees think instructors are boring
zh

Graduates want more time on training equipment

Figure 6. Major attitudinal differences between
male graduates/eliminees.

From these attitudinal differences, it would appear that male eliminees felt more stress (pressure for
perfection, difficulty with materials, interference with studies), that male graduates placed more
importance on training rewards (job security, avoidance of duties), and that both male graduates and
eliminees perceived some inter-student. disharmony. Overall, it might be that the male eliminee evidences
more susceptibility to presSure, less personal motivation, and is less attracted by the available training. This
makes the eliminee easily discouraged and very difficult to keep on track and working when arduous effort
is required.

To differentiate between the attitudes of female graduates and eliminees, an analysis was
accomplished using the 1,687 female subjects again with graduation/elimination being the dependent
variable. Significant relationships were identified on 12 of the 121 items, accounting for-11.52% of the
aependent variance (r - .34). The major attitudinal differences between female graduates and eliminees are
summarized m Figure 7. (A complete list of the 12 items is presented in Appendix B6)

Eiimine feel more pressure for perfection

Graduates desire more, off duty study time

Eliminees believe course materials are loo hard

Job security more important to graduates
:Fliminees believe they can complete training ahead of schedule

Eliminees believe student workload is too heavy

Graduates desire more time on [raining equipment

Off duty privileges more important to graduates

Figure 7. Major attitudinal differences between
female graduates /eliminees.

From these attitudinal differences, it would appear that female eliminees also felt more stress
(pressure for perfection, difficulty with course material's, student workload), that female graduates were
more motivated (desire more study time more time on equipment), and that female graduates placed- more

importance on +tem rewards b security, off-duty privileges). Again, like the men, it would appear that
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the female eliminees evidence more susceptibility to pressure, less drive towards the goal, and might
difficult to motivate since they appear less sensitive to system reinforcers.

The major attitudinal factors, found related to graduation /elimination for men and women' are

summarized and compared in Table 2. It would appear evident that considerable overlap exists betwee the

fictors associated with technidal training performance for men and women. Out of the first five ore

important factors, four are shared by men and women, leading to the conclusion that the simila s

outweigh the differences- between the sexes. However, the differences which exist appear to point t the
conclusion that women have somewhat more academic difficulty than men. Since all students enterin any
particular training course are qualified for that course and have generally comparable aptitude scores, this
finding is interesting because it suggests a difference in ability not currently being measured. Several areas
of research were suggested. by these findings. First, it should be determined if the. relationships between
aptitude test scores end performance in technical school are fhe same for both males and females. Second,
course materials. and structure should be investigated for sex bias which might negatively impact on female
performance. Finally1 the Air Force,selection and e&sification. system, developed on a primarily all:male
force, should be evaluated to ensure that females are being properly managed with respect to the maximally
effective classification of female personnel and their assignment to areas wherein they will have the highest
probability of success. Research is currently underway in these areas.

Table 2. Major Attitudinal Factors Related to
Graduation/Elimination for Males and Females

Attitudinal Factors

Rank Order of Importance
Males Females

Pressure for perfection
Importance of job security 2

Importance of avoiding "Mickey Mouse" duties
Chance of completing training ahead of schedule 4 5

Difficulty of course materials 5

AmOunt of off -duty study time
Relationships with fellow students 6

Interference by squadron duties
Instructor - interest level 8

Amount of time on training equipment 9 7

Amount of student workload 6

Importance of off-duty study time 8

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Attitudinal differences were found to exist between students from low and high attrition courses.
While some of these differences referred directly to academic issues, other differences appeared to reflect
motivational factors. In° comparing the correlates of attrition from students in low and high attrition
courses, much commonality was found, but again, differences suggested the impottance of motivational and
preference factors. These results support the conclusion that individual attitudes, motives, and preferences
play an important role in student performance and should be considered before as.sigiment to technical
training. In particular, these findings support the utilization of a vocational interest inventory as a
component of the Air Force enlisted classification and assignment process. Such an inventory has been
developed, and its operational use should have a positive impact in the training environment,

The male and female attitudes regarding the Air Force technical training experience were found to
differ significantly in several areas. Some of these differences may be deal& with directly, but most appear

13



to be reflecting the differences M attitudes between a group with experience in a particular environment

(mien) versus those of a group entering a new experience (women). It is possible that as the newness" of

Yi ving large numbers of women in technical training wears off, the similarities between male and fetriale

students will increase. The similarities between factors associated with gra-dilation/elimination for men and---

N.Vpmen are substantial and appear to indicate similar problems in eliminees-of both sexes. However, some

differences were noted and appear- to be indicative of females having mote academic difficulties, 441

sumnrar3,, certain attitudinal differences do exist between men and women in Air I orce technical training,

but there is substantial commonality-indicating similar perceptions, concerns, and a similar- relationship

between attitude and performance.

The results of this quay demonstrate the potential usefulness of the TTSS, as Well as provide specific

data for the courses included. It would appear that the TTSS can form the basis of a flexible methcrdology

capable of identifying the zttitudinal differences- between many varied subject groups. 'As long as '
identification of the individual membership of a group- is available, hi conjunction with the TTSS data, then

analysis via-a discriminant process will provide a delineation of those-attitudes which are held differentially

by these groups. In this iinanner, in addition to studying subject-related differences, it is possible to uncover

attitudinal differensesThssociated with other dimensions of the training environment. For example, there

might be relevant .differences between career areas; training centers, or even training courses. It is also

possible to collect data on a periodic basis and thereby eva-4-uate trends in studerft attitudes related to

policylmanagernent changes or accession characteristics. Additionally, sampling across time could be useful

in helping to uncover developing problem areas before they become serious obstacles to learning. In general,

the TTSS can he Ased to monitor student attitudes in the training sysiem as a whole and within the training

environment along almost any dimension of interest. In this way, the TTSS can provide useful information

to course and training managers on how students are perceiving the training experience, by giving the

manager the view of training seen through the eyes of the student.
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GENERAL INStRUCTIONS:

I. The items contained on this from are designed to measure
attitudes toward Air Farce technical training.

_The Item is interided to give you the Opportunity to help
impetyve student training. 7 r
It livery lrripOrtent that your answers reflect your true feelings.
This is not a test and you ere not required to put your name on
the form.

4. Nam carefully follovy the instructions at the beginning of
eoch of the four main sections of this form. .

rds a Student might receive if he orms well in tkchnicel training:

:h statement Ire twd.

(

On Scale how likely it it fOr you t6 receive the reward if you perform well in training.

CM-Scale 2 indrcate haw impo

receive the reward.

reward is to you. Consider only its importance, not how likely or unlikely you are to

Notice that each Scale het five circles, The vuords atxwe thi scales describe the meaning of the circles at the ends of a

-three circlet in the middle of each scale represent feelings between those described it the scale ends. Yoe might went to think of

each scale as sirhilar,to a thermometer lying on its side,

ale. The

`4. Answer each item by darkening one circ

and take ail the time you need,

th scale to- indicete h you feel abo nt, Read each steitsmenearefully

Increased job security otter graduating from

flit5nical school

Very
Unlikely

SCALE 1:
IF YOU

PERFORM WELL

2. Fester promotion . . . (=-1
Greater chance to participate in impvrtent de-

cisions after graduating from technlchool t=s
4. More challenging duty assignments Meer

I

lilftipeatintrfrorn technical school

5. Mere job responsibilities after graduating from

technics, school . . . . . . . . . . . c=1
Greeter chance of being skilled end competent

In your Career field
7. Increased chance of getting a good civilian

job after Air Force service

8. Greeter chance to be assigned to ur bus

of choice
Increased off-duty privileges (for crimple,

threi.diey pews or no squadron detail) . .

10. Greeter freedom An ilecidihg- low to
accomplish class work . . . . . ,

11, locrossed chimes 01 Wind admired end

respected by fallow students . .

ATC Forni 1831, Jun 74

Very
_ Likely

'c

C =3

1:=0

f=s

f:=1

DALE 2:
HOW IMPORTANT

TO YOU

Not Very
-portant Important

fit

I
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12. lr..-oouctors pay MElfe attention to your

Ideas end suggestions . 4 . .

13. Intreseed edocetiondi growth and /

development 1=1
14. Greeter chance to help 0 t students learn

he subject matter . . . .

I I

receive better wades... . = . . f.=0 `'0:=
' 18= Receive coMplIments, recognition and praise 1 I

from insulin/on . . . = 0= CD
_ __117., Fewer "Mickey Mouse." duties i I

' Squeckon 0=1
=, _ _ _18: Fewer "Mickey Mouse I 1_

class

19. Feeling of selfrespect and sense of

eccOmplish ment . ...... . . . .

20. Increased opportu-ity to usryour I H___T
lbilltlN C t o"=

21. Receive more cholla ing cie.
asairments

22. Greater opportunity to stud01. subject nub I' 1

ter of model Interne to you ...... . . CD
23. Increasedthence of completing training -

eheadif schedule

'Very
Unlikely

SCALE 1:
IF YOU

PERFORM WELL

SCALE 2:
HOW IMPORTANT

TO YOU

Not
Important

15. Greater chance to do better on tads and

Very
important

CD 0=, tD

l CJ (=
ic=

k 0=J

41f =.' vf
On

i

CD
t i1

' r=
1 ..

24 de me

CD

26. Instrucfor teas critical of your work
26. Incrusted hence of ,being an "'Honor"

grid

SECTION II:
A

1. Melee use the scatesbelow to describe ytur SEAN of main (lead) Instructor.

2. Darken the one circle on etch scale tietpeat expresses your feelings.

27. Ineffective p Effective ?4. Unprepared Prepared 41. Cont
C= or= t= t t t or= C- 7 or= =

I I _J

28. Knowledgeable
CD

29. Boring
C=1,-

I

Ignoraril 35_- Intelligent
t_11 1=0 = 1=

tO
InconsIdersto

C=1. t t=
Stupid 42. Hinders

Inefficient
CD

1

(=,

Undependable 37. Encouregos

31 Disorganized

0 Helps
0:=S'

Efficien 47. Friendly Unfrlendll= CZ) C=P C=1 1=,
I I __.1 z _I a

Discourages Supportive Hostile wre
c=r0

a
.0,010104 38. Criticizer Praises 45, Ridicules .0. Compliments

t C 1 = C=0 CD I=10

32. Unsure nfident 31 Fair
0=1 t=0- t=1

I I__ 1
33. Convincing

017.

I I

Unfair 46, p000erativet= or= . (=I
Uncooperetive

0:=/ CD
I -



C

dem

ION III: '

1 `'eeloryarea r tralping aid training enviroriMant.

2. Please --ken the circle on saa_g scale Oat bast ekpre your feelinti

- Definitely Definitely

Agree

twin studintS are hostile toWard,pthar cless.members ... (-1

tries of ements farad .to both y

MOB

..
I 1

_i
es

Most stu 1 gaftlilong II together CD
. .

Fieflow- ,tuaunta Ipok out for each -Other

ft

CO'

uncoctiiare ti=p

uderits are moonlit:Art for pa

T one eneOregraliMe students Which, inter

quart- and,bed feelings among class members.

1

with training eetiviti r=1
L J

4:(= t=3
' 1

1D (z)

J

in students are Incapable of woriejnp together

dent* help each other to learn the naveesory course material= .

u9ents too not liked or accepted by fellow studen

arm

, RIM

here to take*vantrse of Others in order to succeed in training

u nts ere

Student training is too closely supervised

an *dual Opportunity to demonstrate their capabilities

trict discipe
A

60. Students er mourned to speak their minds mum If it means disagreeing with.the instructors

a

61. StudentarrencouragIrcl 0 suggest improvements or solutions to training problems )
I

62. 'Students are ncourecied to participate in classroom diSCUUi_ n

63. Students are given the Opportunity to participate in aria-:

64. Student ulgestations "enct recommendations era considered with fa

Students able to use heir own judgment

88. ltudants hire no my about what happens

67. Students hers Ilttla chance ttt influence the

M. students h

eq. Stir, toile l i y eta slant is inch ituclnt .1 . .

70. Stu 'rattily glven theCelsoqiit; freely .sprees their ideas In the classroom . . . t_1

2 i G TO THE NEXT PAGE

. . . . . . . . . . ..

tom'

. . . . . ... . .

c=p () ;
I

c r:ducted . . . . .. . . . . f=3 1:=1 f=t

m to blish 'their owo4tudY schedules . ..... .. (=D
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SECTION% Ill:

71. Students ere seldom allowed to act ndape ntly
f

4 perfection ie unbearable

b. The y etmosohre in the _I

1 .9
r .

es with'p;rnin

A

74. Squadron duties intarfe a with siudY . - _, .. = =
I

9 .. i ..

75.. In order to do we! in trainin itudenim have to do thin that against their pawn& values.
a

, .= . - ..,
hefts ...... .. . :, . , _ , . _ . , . .

toject matter. . .

it

Definitely
Disagree

, a,
Definitely

Agree
0

4 I

a 4,== =I =
i _I_ WPM

GM .

' 76. Students don'cknow What is expelted
ft

of

s
There is confusion inAhe planning end organisation of classroom activities g . .

71L Thera Is considerable coftfilt t among training oblectives ..... . .. , . ... ,
. ,

79. Pelee ere unreasonably high
-7...a,

, 1

80.` Emphasis laced on passing the course rather than learning
- s

a I 4

bject matter

WI. There is go4d deal of djsgeetrwnt on how his training should tiesconduelad
____L

alt The tddidant2workload Is too *ova. . , .. . . . . .1 . . . . .

a
83. Thi-obaritIty of elan work interferes with howitrell It is done

military hearing and eppeetr, detract from student performance

85. Training h@ure era too long. . . . . . . .

. Conflicts exist In 'treining monk n . . .

97. Training equipment (including trainers) is adequate

Training equipment (irscluclinstrainers) is mailable for student practice -

-M. Time alloy...ad on training equipment trainers/ it auffieiant
.9.

90. Training evaluation or testing Ilan accurate indication of student performance

Study guides ere difficult to understand

92. ExcassWe attention is given to unimportant detail' . . ... .

ee rro oriels are to poor that they &Mamie little to leatniog . .

materials.are not eloaely related to the course.ohiect

Course materials ere more difficult than they should be . . . . . .1.

N. My proems In elm is not what it should be due to the poor quality of tfainIng or roust
materials

. . ... .. . . . .

MEM

WI=

97, ClaserooM tamprrritu ay. . ..... .

mitory Owing facilities era adequate .
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films

aa
410CACEP-61111-V

61120611

as

a

99. Classroom Iiitithig is **quite

SECTION III:

00. Cl Dons Chair' Ire CO IWO

ill Sooting arrangement 11 satisfactory101. cl

Length of class breaks is about HO

r 1011. Nun- .cf of class breaks is sufficient

04. Study facilities outside classroom ere *depilate

a

WENa
a

MRLM

a
.a
aimaa
a
AIMaa
oar

aila

10E. Cinstroom ventilation is ebsut right

106. Ti ;Iowed for testing is sufficient ,

07. Classroom noise control is eff .. . . ...............
.-i;srporn work space is sufficient (desk or table top areal.
,,,ipplementery study materials (manuals, regulations. technical or Cr. readily

evailattIa for student use

110. Base recreation facilities are adequate

111. Off duty stu me is sufficient

t=
1

C=t
1 I

C=0

d=)
1 I 1 _ 1

c=,
I t I I

i=1 C=3 0= CDI

112. Time allowed for review of tests 1
1Z1

_1_ _ I = I I

11 3. Enough training time is spent on aiffiEult end important subject matter
f= C=1 =I-

I I I I

1' I 1- J I114. Some students Would perform batter on a di --ant shift

1. Below are statements shout your setisfeolon with your inning anti cateer.field.

2. Please darken the circle that best swayed yoUr feelinbs about the statement In the tame way you have in the o

ComplelllY
Dissatisfied

In. How do you feel about your technical training?
f =) C C

1

116. How do you foal ebout'your assignetdete field?
10

titxls of is fi

117. How do you feel about the Air Fora!?

20
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SECTION IV

118 How similar it your a igned car field to your preferred t
at.

Completely Identical
Different

I I

Idly
Accurate

t
C=1

field?

1-1411Yow accurate was the information you received about your center field before entering inaccurate
technical training?,

I

Strontly
Negative

has I trainititg had n your feelings about your career field? t=, l=
I __-i

eDefinitefy
No- .

121 If you have the cha iil ypr, change to another career fieldff-
..
= t=i t/

REMARKS:.
,_

Strongly
Positive

21
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APPENDIX B: CORRELATION OF TTSS ITEMS TO COURSE ATTRITION
LEVEL, GRADUATION/ELIMINATION OF STUDENTS, AND SEX t F RESPONDENT
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Appendix 131

0,

TFSS ifeins significantly relate eoursd attrition level. coded:
under .8% = 1; aver 8% Item options coded as per ApPerndix A.

= .

Item sfirrMatIon Item #

47 .188' 103
91 54
17 (Scale 1 .158 11 Scale 2)

114 Scale 1)
106 87

7 (Sc -.073 121

100 37
104: .129 35
105

117 .114 112
51 .168 2 (Scale )

108 -.067 711-

80 -.114 75
55., .020 119
23 (SC"afe 1) -.053 (Scale 1)
23 (Scale 2) .059 9 (Scale 2)
70 .018 7 (*la 2)
64 .,098 2'6 (Scale 2)
10 (Stale 1) ..110 26 (Scale I)
1,7 (Scale 2) .001
18 .074 84

.CoreMatIon

:077
-.057

.102
.013
.077
.022

-.085
.0L5'
.066
.020
.026

7.072
.047
.054
:004.
.059'

-.069
'.088

-.034
.008

-.073



Appendix B2

TTSS items significantly re-
lated to graduation /elimination of
students from low attrition courses;
coeljng: graduates = 0, eliminees
1.

Item # Correlation

120'
72

17
.155

A07
117 .0.12

115 .203
121 .181

111 .025

47
95 .122

22 (Scale .003

13,(Scale 2) .097
109 .021

65 .097

116 .207
7 (Scale 1) .009

110 .030

80 .104

106 .091
9 (Scale 2) .073

48 .025

24
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App ndix 03.

T,rss items significantly related to graduation/elimination of
students from high attrition courses; coding: graduates e 0, eliminees

120
115
117
72

1.18
88

3 (Scale 1)

317 25 (Scale 2) .064
.3b8 52 .098

.034 47 .017
212 40 .096

253 107 --- .005
,080 2 (Scale 1) .065
.054 53 .064

1 (Scale 2) .147
104 .047
116 .314

4 (Scale 1) .048
23 .104

110 .049
90 .035
84 .021

'79 -.169
7 ( Seale 1) .021

121 271
.022
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AppFridLx B4

TTSS iterhs significantly relat4d to sex of respondent; codin

males = = 2. Item options coded as per Appendix A.

atom # Correlation item # Correlation

.117 11 .054
97 .111" 75 .034
51 -=.075 82 .064

84 .049 104 .079
98 .104. 66 .025
49 .059 4 Sc e 2) .035

113 .095 119 .005
117 .038 112 .090
120 .063 25 (Scale 1) .018

109 .007 54 .050

2 (Scale 2) .054 59 .036
19 (Seale 1) .029 62 .030
56 .058

115 .078
38 .025
29 .054
88 .023

110 .069
8 (Scale 1) .033

69 .054
listed in order oP entry into the stepwise discriminate analYks-
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Appen B5

T_ TSS items significantly re-
lated to graduation /lintination of
male students; coding: graduates
0, eliminees = 1.

Item Corrolitlen

72 .182
1 (Scale 2) .124

17 (Scale 2) .081
23 (Scale 1) .074
95 .128
47
52 .061
74 .020
29 .091
88 .046
80 .099

110 .031
12 Seale 2) .003
79 .139
13 (Scale 2) .082
51 .032
70 ..097

3 (Scale 1) .019
82 .109
89 .041
69 .035
84 .031

Note. Items are listed in order of
entry into the stepwise discriminate
analysis.
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Appendix B6

TINS items significantly re-
lated to graduation/elimination of
female students coding; graduates v.
0, eliminees v. 1.

Correlation

72 .209
.086

95 .154
1 (Scale 2) .117

23 (Scale I) .121

82 .142
89 :049

9 (Scale 2) .056
80 .134

84 .004
62 .009

.117

Note. Items are listed in order of
entry into the stepwise discriminate
analysis.
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